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The City of Kalama (City) adopted Resolution No. 711 on December 16, 2021, authorizing submittal of the updated Shoreline Master Program (SMP) to the 
Department of Ecology (Ecology) for review. The City formally submitted the updated SMP to Ecology in April 2022, and Ecology determined the submittal to be 
complete in a letter dated April 27, 2022. Ecology accepted public comments on the updated SMP between June 7 and July 11, 2022. Notice of the comment 
period was provided to individuals listed as state, regional, or local “interested parties.” Ecology received written comments from two (2) organizations. The 
table below provides a summary of the issues raised in these comments as well as a place for the City to insert a response to the issues raised pursuant to WAC 
173-26-120(6). 
 

COMMENT 
# 

TOPIC  
(SMP SECTION) COMMENTER COMMENT SUMMARY* CITY RESPONSE & RATIONALE 

1 See 1.A through 1.F, 
below 

WA 
Department 
of Fish and 

Wildlife 
(WDFW) - G. 

Fornes 

WDFW recommends that the City use WDFW’s new 
guidance, PHS Riparian Ecosystems, Volume 2: 
Management Recommendations (Volume 2), as 
best available science for the management of 
riparian areas. Specifically, use Site Potential Tree 
Height at 200 years (SPTH200) to determine buffer 
widths. According to WDFW’s mapping tool, 
SPTH200 ranges from about 100-200 feet within the 
City of Kalama. 
 
Specific code amendments are proposed; these are 
summarized in separate rows below. 

See specific responses below which address 
point by point the inherent ramifications of 
using WDFW’s new guidance to replace all SED 
RHA and setback dimensional standards with 
Site Potential Tree Height at 200 years.   

1.A Shoreline setbacks (SMP 
6.8 and Table 7-1) WDFW 

Instead of defining shoreline setback (RHA for Type 
S waters) widths as fixed based on shoreline 
environment designation (SED), define all shoreline 
setback widths as equal to SPTH200. 

Shoreline environment designations (SED’s) 
proposed for Kalama are established through a 
formalized iterative process involving review of 
historical and existing data and conditions 
compiled and analyzed in the 2014 Cowlitz 
County Shoreline Analysis Report and 2021 
Shoreline Analysis Addendum.  These studies 
are then relied upon to develop specific SEDs 
for specific reaches of shorelines throughout 
Kalama commensurate with the uses present 
and future in those reaches.  The SEDs 
purposefully balance shoreline development, 
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preservation and restoration through a 
framework of policies, use regulations and 
dimensional standards.  For example, portions 
of the City’s shoreline has a SED with a 50-foot 
buffer to reflect developed condition and active 
use by high-intensity water-oriented industrial 
and/or commercial uses.  A one-size-fits-all 
approach by defining all shoreline setback 
widths as equal to SPTH200 fails to recognize 
the need to plan and regulate each SED 
commensurate with its condition and use.  

1.B 

Riparian Habitat Areas – 
minimum width (Appendix 

B – 15.02.130(H)(2) and 
Table 15.02.130-2) 

WDFW 

Instead of defining RHA widths by stream type, 
define all RHA widths as equal to SPTH200. Delete 
Table 15.02.130-2 accordingly. 

This also is a one-size-fits-all approach that may 
fail to take into consideration the multitude of 
differences between shorelines of statewide 
significance, shoreline streams, streams with 
fish presence, streams with perennial flow and 
streams with seasonal flow.  Long-established 
management criteria for the SMA, CAO’s of 
local governments, and forest practice rules of 
Washington recognize a hierarchy for stream 
protection using specific RMA widths for the 
type of stream.  The Kalama SMP has used this 
long-established management criteria and it 
has been fully vetted by stakeholders and the 
public.  Furthermore, stakeholders and the 
public accept the stream hierarchy as a 
planning and regulatory approach. Thus, 
managing shoreline development reasonably 
becomes impractical with such a one-size-fits-
all approach.  This proposal by WDFW would 
take a significant re-education of stakeholders  
and the public (involving years) to bring about 
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which could extend well beyond the planning 
horizon of the Kalama SMP.  Such a proposal 
needs to be addressed at a State planning level, 
rather than played out in a single SMP update 
at a very local level. 

1.C 
Riparian Habitat Areas – 

CMZ (Appendix B – 
15.02.130(I)(3)) 

WDFW 

Delete reference to increasing RHA width to the 
edge of the channel migration zone (CMZ) when 
the CMZ is wider than the RHA. The RHA (RMZ) 
should begin, not end, at the edge of the CMZ. 

The RHA may indeed coincide with the outer 
edge of the mapped CMZ but the mapped CMZ 
is not an appropriate jurisdictional line to 
establish, as suggested by WDFW, the 
beginning of the RHA (RMZ).  County-wide CMZ 
mapping locations are approximate predictions 
of possible, but not certain, extents of future 
channel migrations.  Thus it is a guidance tool 
only, not a regulatory tool, and insufficiently 
accurate to establish buffer setbacks off of.   

1.D 

Riparian Habitat Areas – 
Averaging and minimum 

width (Appendix B – 
15.02.130(J)) 

WDFW 

Revise this section to reflect that WDFW no longer 
recommends buffer averaging, and that RMZs 
should never be smaller than 100 feet wide. 

While we understand the intent of the 
comment to establish a base minimum RMZ of 
100 feet, it fails to take into consideration 
existing developed condition that occurs in 
many areas of the shoreline.  While RMZ 
minimum of 100 feet may be reasonable where 
existing native forest and shrub habitat 
dominates the shoreline area, most areas of 
Kalama shorelines do not exhibit that condition.  
Furthermore, a minimum 100 feet in the 
absence of vegetation does not serve to protect 
water quality as there is no widely accepted 
BAS minimum buffer width under for this 
function.  Finally, an absolute minimum of 100 
feet fails to offer any flexibility such as that 
offered through buffer averaging.  
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1.E 

Definitions (SMP Ch. 2 and 
Appendix B 15.02.050); 
and Global – SMP and 
Appendix B, Shoreline 

Critical Areas Regulations  

WDFW 

Add definitions for “Riparian Management Zone” 
and “Site Potential Tree Height at 200-years 
(SPTH200),” and replace the term “Riparian Habitat 
Area (RHA)” with “Riparian Management Zone” 
throughout. 

Consistent with the responses above, it is not 
appropriate at this time to provide these 
additional definitions or replacement 
definitions for fully vetted and accepted terms 
in the SMP.  

2 

Species and habitats of 
local importance 

(Appendix B – Table 
15.02.130-1(2)) 

WDFW 

Include in this classification all those species and 
habitats designated within WDFW’s Priority 
Habitats and Species List. Specifically mention 
Oregon white oak woodland, and revise mention of 
western pond turtles to “native turtle species” to 
include western painted turtles. 

The City of Kalama has developed lists of 
Species and habitats of local importance based 
on WAC 365-190-130 which allows local 
jurisdictions to determine which habitats are 
locally important.  Exhibit B already includes 
provisions for protecting priority habitat such 
as Oregon White Oak woodlands.  The City is 
agreeable to adding Western Painted turtles to 
the species list.  

3 

Lakes, ponds, streams, 
and rivers planted with 

game fish by a 
governmental or tribal 

entity (Appendix B – Table 
15.02.130-1(7)) 

WDFW 

Include Kress Lake in this classification. This is acceptable to the city and would be 
incorporated as a condition of approval. 

4 Shoreline Environment 
Designations (Appendix A) WDFW 

Reconsider the High Intensity SED assigned to Kress 
Lake shorelands. This area contains mature Oregon 
white oak woodland and is a popular recreational 
destination owned and operated by WDFW. 

Figure 2 in Appendix “A” shows the WDFW 
ownership included as a Recreation SED.  The 
area that has been partially cleared and filled 
within the Port of Kalama property is included 
as a High Intensity designation.  This split 
designation was proposed as a way to protect 
the existing functions within the WDFW 
ownership while allowing the use of the Port 
property consistent with the approved Spencer 
Creek Master Plan for this area.  
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5 Shoreline Environment 
Designations (Appendix A) WDFW 

Reconsider the High Intensity SED assigned to the 
north shore of the Kalama River east of I-5. This 
area also contains Oregon white oak woodland. 

The 2021 Shorelines analysis addendum and 
the cumulative impacts analysis addendum 
submitted as support documentation for the 
SMP update both included site specific analysis 
by Ecological Land Services.   
The SED Designation includes the regulations 
for development in Appendix B, which includes 
regulations for evaluating and mitigating for 
habitat specific impacts when a development is 
proposed.  These Critical Areas Regulations are 
intended to provide for protection and 
mitigation for impacts to habitat areas, 
including the Oregon White Oak habitat. 
Additionally, the following points also support 
the High Intensity designation as currently 
adopted by Cowlitz county and prop[osed to 
remain for the Kalama update: 
1) The City of Kalama Comprehensive Plan and 
zoning designation is for Mixed Use 
development, to have a different SMP 
designation creates a conflict. 
2) The existing shoreline area, as documented, 
has been utilized extensively for residential 
areas, small farms, driveways and 
landscape.   Even part of the existing wetlands 
have been manipulated as residential landscape 
water features. High intensity can be developed 
there without significant impacts to the few oak 
trees and wetland areas that occur in this 
zone.  Furthermore, the forested areas along 
the shoreline are already protected through the 
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critical areas ordinance setbacks to habitat and 
wetlands. 
3) This area is close to I-5 and other 
infrastructure.  High intensity is appropriate 
here as it reduces development pressure to 
other more natural habitat areas upstream on 
the Kalama River.   
4) The high intensity designation also allows 
and encourages public access to the shoreline 
of the Kalama River.  This is appropriate for this 
zone as it complements the public access 
provided currently at Haydu Park and 
downstream at the commercial RV Park.  Rural 
or conservancy SED’s are limiting for public 
access.   
5) Smaller format (buildings, access, landscape 
and parking) mixed use high intensity is the 
most appropriate to occur in this zone. This 
type of development can be done in a fashion 
avoiding and minimizing most impacts to the 
wetlands, shorelines and oak trees.  Outside 
those constraints there is sufficient existing 
previously developed land to accommodate 
several small format high intensity 
developments.  
 

6 Shoreline Environment 
Designations (Appendix A) WDFW 

Reconsider the High Intensity SED assigned to the 
north shore of the Kalama River. Given the stated 
purpose of the High Intensity SED, it may be 
inappropriate for designation of residential 
properties west of Haydu Park. A residential SED 
may be more suitable for this area. 

The High Intensity SED is the SED currently 
applicable in the Cowlitz County Shoreline 
Master program, adopted May 29, 2018.  The 
City considered the existing conditions of the 
shoreline, as well as the adopted zoning, 
approved master plans in the area, and 
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anticipated development patterns as a part of 
our update.  The 2021 Shorelines Analysis 
Addendum, as well as the SED Justification 
memo submitted as support documentation 
with the Proposed mapping and text for the 
SMP both support a high intensity SED for this 
segment.  The City of Kalama Comprehensive 
Plan, updated in 2016, as well as the City of 
Kalama adopted zoning maps show this area is 
designated as Mixed Use.  The Mixed Use 
zoning code does not allow single use low 
density single family residential development as 
contemplated in the Residential SED. 
Residential development in proximity to 
Commercial and Industrial uses are 
incompatible land uses and would not be 
allowed in the current zoning. 

7 Shoreline Environment 
Designations (Appendix A) WDFW 

Reconsider the Water-Dependent Industrial SED 
assigned to the Columbia River on the vacant parcel 
in the Columbia-27 reach. This property contains 
wetlands, cavity-nesting ducks, swans, band-tailed 
pigeons, a great blue heron rookery, and is 
generally natural in character. An Urban 
Conservancy SED may be more appropriate. 

The city reviewed this specifically through our 
public hearing process and received comments 
from the property owner and adjacent 
industrial tenants detailing the character of the 
shoreline.  Although the upland area is 
characterized by wetlands and associated 
habitat and is protected to the extent that 
wetland impacts would be difficult to permit 
and mitigate if used for development.  The 
River Bank is not a natural environment and has 
been armored to prevent scouring from 
maneuvering river traffic in the vicinity.  The 
location of the SED is critical for providing 
future water dependent industrial uses IF such 
impacts could be implemented through 
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mitigation sequencing by addressing avoidance, 
minimization and mitigation.  Furthermore, the 
shoreline and nearshore area of the property 
could be utilized for water dependent uses by 
avoiding and minimizing impacts to the internal 
wetlands at the site.  Additionally, this Water 
Dependent Industrial SED is a better 
implementation of the Port of Kalama’s 
comprehensive plan and a better 
implementation of the City of Kalama’s 
Comprehensive plan and zoning than is the 
current High Intensity use designated in the 
Cowlitz County plan.  The Water Dependent 
Industrial use was specifically developed for 
these reaches to include those uses that are in 
the adopted City of Kalama zoning, 
Comprehensive Plan, and Port of Kalama 
Comprehensive Scheme of Harbor 
Improvements.  Due to the significant analysis, 
public comment received through the SMP 
adoption process, and proposed land use plans 
and protections under the Critical Areas 
Regulations, the Water Dependent Industrial is 
the most appropriate designation for this area.   

8 Inventory & 
Characterization Report WDFW 

Figures 19 and 20 show WDFW Priority Fish 
Distribution. Add Eulachon (smelt), which are 
present in the area. 

The City would add the Eulachon (smelt) to 
figures 19 and 20 as a condition of approval.  

9 
Shoreline Permit 

Administration (SMP 
Chapter 8) 

Cowlitz 
Indian Tribe 
– J. Gordon 

The City’s SMP update is within the Cowlitz Indian 
Tribe’s (Tribe) area of concern. The Tribe requests 
Consultation as individual projects come up for 
review, and recommends that an Inadvertent 

The City would propose to continue to notify 
the Cowlitz Indian Tribe of all SEPA level 
development activities, including Shorelines 
SSDP and CUP applications and welcomes Tribal 
input on these through the established SEPA 
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Discovery Plan (IDP) be attached to (shoreline) 
permits. Example IDP language is provided. 

process.  If additional Tribal representatives 
should be notified, the City would add them to 
the SEPA distribution list. An IDP is required 
when a project proposes work within a know or 
mapped area of cultural or archaeological 
significance.  This is also evaluated through the 
SEPA process by notification of Washington 
State DAHP. 

 
* See original comment letter for complete language. Please note, the statements herein are not the opinions or comments of Ecology, but rather a summary 
of comments received during the State public comment period. 


